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A graph G is clique-critical if G and G-x have different clique-graphs for all 
vertices n of G. For any graph H, there is at most a finite number of different 
clique-critical graphs G such that His the clique-graph of G. Upper and lower 
bounds for the number of vertices of the cliques of the critical graphs are 
obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All graphs considered in this note are finite, loopless, and without 
multiple edges. Undefined terms and notation can be found in [2]. By V(G), 
E(G), and K(G), we denote respectively the set of vertices, edges, and 
cliques (maximal complete subgraphs) of the graph G. The clique-graph 
C(G) of G is defined as having the elements of K(G) as vertices and two 
vertices Q, Q’ being adjacent in C(G) if and only if the cliques Q, Q’ have 
a nonempty intersection in G. A characterization of clique-graphs has 
been given in [3]. 
Let L?(H) be the set of all graphs G such that C(G) = H. The operation 
of adding a new vertex x to a graph G and joining x by edges to all vertices 
of a given clique of G does not alter the clique-graph; hence if Q(H) is 
nonempty, then it is infinite. However, it is natural not to take into 
consideration the graphs of Q(H) obtained by such “enlarging operations.” 
This motivates the definition of clique-critical graphs as those for which 
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the clique-graph changes whenever we remove a vertex. We then find that 
the number of clique-critical graphs belonging to the same sZ(H) is always 
finite and that all graphs of D(H) can be obtained from the critical ones 
by adding vertices in a certain way. Our main results are sharp upper 
and lower bounds for the number of vertices of the cliques of the critical 
graphs. We also relate some of the results with previous results found in [I]. 
We would like to thank L. Montejano for his valuable ideas in connec- 
tion to (10). 
2. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
Let x E V(G). If C(G -x) = C(G) (or, strictly speaking, C(G - X) N C(G)), 
then we call x superfluous, otherwise we call it critical. The graph G is said 
to be clique-critical, or shortly critical, if all its vertices are critical. The 
removal of a superfluous vertex of a graph G is called an elementary 
reduction of G, and a graph G’ obtained from G by means of a series of 
elementary reductions is said to be a reduction of G. If G’ is critical, then 
we say that G’ is a total reduction of G and a critical generator of C(G) = 
C(G). 
In the following let G be any graph and x any vertex of G. We then have: 
(1) C(G - x) can be embedded as a subgraph of C(G). 
Proof. Each clique Q’ of G - x is contained in a unique clique Q of G, 
where either Q = Q’ or Q - x = Q’. Let a mapping $ of K(G - x) = 
V(C(G - x)) into K(G) = V(C(G)) be defined by #(Q’) = Q. The mapping 
4 is l-l, because if Q,’ and Q,’ are different cliques of G - x being 
mapped by # into the same clique Q of G, then the two possibilities x E Q 
and x $ Q each imply Qr’ = Q2’, which is a contradiction. Moreover, 
if Q,’ and Q2’ are different cliques of G - x and Q,’ n Q,’ = m, then 
the two corresponding cliques Q, = #(Q,‘) and Q, = $(Q,‘) are also 
different (since # is l-l) and Ql n Q, f m . This proves (1). 
Obviously (1) implies 
(2) I VC(G - 4)l d I VC(G))I and I E(C(G - $)I < I ~(W))I. 
Moreover, C(G - x) = C(G) if andonly ifequality holds in both inequalities. 
Each clique of G not containing x is an image under I/. A clique Qi 
of G containing x is an image under 1,4 if and only if Qi - x is a clique of 
G - x. Hence 
(3) I V(C(G - x))l = I V(C(G))I if and only if Qi - x is a clique of 
G - .rc for every clique Qi of G containing x. 
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If # is onto, then QiQj is an edge of C(G) not corresponding to any edge 
of C(G - X) if and only if the two cliques Qi and Qj of G have x and 
nothing else in common. Hence 
(4) rf I VC(G - x))l = I VC(G))l, then I E(C(G - x))l = I ECC(G))I 
if and only tf (Qi - X) n (Qi - X) # o for all cliques Qi and Qj of G 
containing x. 
By (2), (3), and (4) we obtain a characterization of superfluous vertices: 
(5) Q-Q1 ,..., Qm are the cliques of G containing x, then x is superfluous 
tf and only tf 
(a) Qi - x is a clique of G - x for all i = l,..., m; and 
(b) (Qi - X) n (Qj - X) # o for all i, j = l,..., m. 
Adding a superfluous vertex to a graph G thus means to join a new 
vertex y to all vertices of a given set of cliques Q1 ,..., Qm of G, where 
Qi n Qi # IZ for i, j = l,..., m, and where for any other clique Q of G 
with Q’ = Q n (Ql u 1.. u Qn) # o there exists a j, 1 <j d m, such 
that Q’ C Qj (this last condition is necessary and sufficient to ensure that y 
is contained only in the cliques Q, u { y},..., Qm. U{ y} of the obtained graph). 
All graphs of 52(H) may be obtained from the critical graphs of SZ(H) 
by successively adding superfluous vertices. 
A restatement of (5) gives: 
(6) If Q, >..., Pm are the cliques of G containing x, then x is critical if 
and only if either 
(a) there is an i, 1 < i < m, such that Qi - x is not a clique of 
G - x; or 
(b) there exist i, j, 1 < i <j < m, such that (Qi - x) n (Qj -x) = o . 
As a further consequence of (1) we note 
(7) Zf for S C V(G) we have C(G - S) = C(G), then every vertex of S 
is superfluous. 
Proof The proof follows from iteration of (1) over all vertices of S. 
It is easy to see that the converse of (7) is not true. Observe also that a 
graph G E SZ(H) in some cases can be reduced to more than one critical 
generator of H (Fig. 1). 
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FIG. 1. C(G) = C(G - z) = C(G - x - y) = KS. 
(8) For v E V(G), let F(v) = {Q E K(G) 1 v E Q}. Zfx is a critical vertex 
of G, then for no vertex y # x we have F( y) = F(x). 
Proof. Suppose that x and y are different vertices of G such that 
f’(x) = F(Y) = tQx ,..., Qml, m > 1, the vertex x being critical. Then 
y E (Qi - X) n (Qi - x) for all i,j = l,..., m. But x is critical, hence by (6) 
there exists a Qk , 1 < k < m, such that Qk - x is not a clique of G - x. 
Let Q be a clique of G - x containing Qk - x as a proper subgraph. 
Then x is not joined to all vertices of Q, and thus Q is also a clique of G. 
Moreover, y E Qk - x C Q, hence, according to our hypothesis, also 
x E Q, which is a contradiction. 
(9) The number of critical graphs belonging to S&H) isJinite for any H. 
Proof: Assume Q(H) nonempty and let H have n vertices. Then the n 
cliques of any G E Q(H) determine 2” possible families with a nonempty 
intersection, and if G is critical, then by (8) each of these intersections 
contains at most one vertex, hence 1 V(G)/ < 2%. This proves (9). 
The upper bound obtained in the proof of (9) is in general too large. 
In examples where we want to find the critical generators of a certain H, 
however, it is more useful to know “local” upper bounds for the sizes of 
the cliques of G rather than to know a “global” upper bound for the total 
number of vertices of G. The same type of argument as used in the proof 
of (9) shows that a clique of G corresponding to a vertex of H of degree d 
has at most 2d vertices. A best possible result in this direction is (10). 
A k-star, k > 0, is a graph consisting of k + 1 vertices z, , z1 ,..., zk and 
of k edges zOzl , z,z, ,..., zOzk . Ifk =O,thenthestarisaK,,andifk = 1 
it is a K, . 
(10) Let G be a critical graph of 52(H), and let Q denote the clique of G 
corresponding to the vertex x of H. Let F (# a) denote the subgraph of H 
induced (or spanned) by the neighboring vertices of x in H. Further, let Y,(F) 
and Y,(F) be the sets of connected components of F having 1 and 2 vertices, 
respectively. Then 
I v(Q)1 < I -W>l + I Y,(F)1 + I Y,(F)l, C-t) 
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except tf F is a triangle or a k-star, k > 0. In these exceptional cases, 
I should be added to the right side of(t). Moreover, the bound is sharp. 
We then have as corollary of (10): 
(11) Zf x has valency d in H, then 
I UQ>l < ma@ + 1, W - WV, 
and this bound is sharp for all d > 1. 
That the bound in (11) is sharp follows from the fact that the bound in 
(10) is sharp. 
The global upper bound 2” for the number of vertices of a critical 
generator G of a graph H with n vertices may be improved using (11). Thus 
by (11) each vertex of H of valency d 3 4 corresponds to a clique of G 
of size < (3 < (“i’), hence since G has n cliques altogether, 
I T/(G)/ < m3, 
c being a positive constant (we wish to thank the referee for this remark). 
We do not know whether the bound cn3 is best possible, however cn2 
seems to be a more reasonable conjecture. 
Before proving (IO), we make a few remarks in connection with [I]. 
There, a D-graph G was defined as a graph for which K(G) satisfies Helly’s 
property: If for a family of cliques Q, ,..., Q,, of G we have Qi n Qj # o 
for all i, j = I,..., n, then fly=, Q( # 0. A graph which is not a D-graph 
is called a ND-graph. Now (5) implies immediately 
(12) The deletion of a superJEuous vertex from an ND-graph produces an 
ND-graph, i.e. no D-graph G’ E 52(H) can be embedded as induced subgraph 
in an ND-graph G E Q(H). 
Moreover we have 
(13) A D-graph G which is isomorphic to its pth iterated clique-graph 
0(G) is either critical or any reduction is an ND-graph. 
Proof According to [l, Satz 31, P(G) = G implies that fir=, Qi = {x} 
for all vertices x E G, where the intersection runs over all cliques Qi of G, 
containing x. Suppose that G is not critical and let x be superfluous. By (5) 
and the above remark, the family {Qi - x} shows that G - x is an 
ND-graph. (13) follows now by (12). 
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3. PRC~~F OF (10) 
In this section let G, H, Q, X, and F be as described in (10). Let S = 
E(F) u Y,(F) u Y,(F). Let the vertices of F be x1 ,..., xd, and let these 
vertices correspond to the cliques Qr ,..., Qd of G. Moreover, let 
I V(Q)1 = n. 
If F = K1, then obviously n = 2. 
Let now d = 2. Then Q contains at most four vertices (compare (8) and 
the remark made after (9)) corresponding to the four possible intersections 
of Q, and Q, with Q. Assume all these intersections to be nonempty, and 
let hl = (Q n Qd - Qzp tq21 = (Q n Q,> - Q, , h> = Q, n Q, n Q, 
{q4} q = Q - (Q1 u Q,). We claim that q4 is superfluous. But indeed, 
Q - q4 = {ql , q2 , q3} is neither contained in Ql nor in Q2 , hence 
Q - q4 E K(G - q4). Therefore, according to (5) q4 is superfluous and 
n < 3. 
If F consists of two independent vertices, then, by a similar argument, 
we have n < 2. 
In the rest of the proof we may hence assume that d 3 3. 
(*) Let F’ = K, be a connected component of F, where V(F’) = {xi , xJ. 
Then I V(Q n Qi n QJ = 1 and I V(Q n (Qi u QJ)j < 2. 
Proof. BY @), I V(Q n Qi n Qj>l < 1 and I V(Q n (Qi U Qj))l < 3. 
Let qi E V(Q n Qi), qi E V(Q n QJ, and z E V(Q, n QJ. Vertices qi , qj , 
and z exist because xxi, XXj , and xixi E E(H). If Q n Qi n Qj = 0, then 
qi $ Qj , qj 6 Qi , and z 6 Q. Moreover, q1 , qi , and z induce a triangle in G 
contained in a clique Q’ of G, where Q’ # Qi , Qj , Q. But then F’ is not a 
connected component of F. Hence 1 V(Qi n Qi n Qj)l = 1. 
If I V(Q n (Qi U QJ)l = 3, then, by (8), we may also suppose that 
qi $ Qj and qi $ Qi . Since qi is critical and since it is not the only vertex of 
Q n Qi, it follows by (6) that either Q - qi C Qi or Qi - qi C Qj . The 
first possibility implies d = 2, but we have assumed that d > 3, hence 
Qi-qiCQj.SimilarlyQj-qjCQi.ThenQi-qi=Qj-qj# 0. 
But qi and qi are adjacent (they both belong to Q), hence Qi u qj is com- 
plete and contains Q,. properly. This is a contradiction and hence (*) is 
proved. 
Let the vertices of Q be q1 ,..., qn , where the indices are chosen in such 
a way that if i > j, then the number of cliques of G containing qi is at 
least the number of cliques of G containing qi . 
We shall now define a mapping 1,4 of a subset of S into V(Q). We shall 
then prove that $ is onto (or that it can be transformed into a mapping z,F 
which is onto), thus proving that I V(Q)1 < 1 S / (in the exceptional cases 
of (10) we shall prove that 6 is “almost” onto). 
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Let # be defined as follows: 
(h) If e E S is an edge Xixi E E(F), then let #(e) be the first vertex 
ofq, ,..., qn (if any) contained in Qi n Qi; 
(4.J If F’ = Kl E Y,(F) and V(F’) = (xi>, then let z&F’) be a vertex 
of Q n Qi (there is precisely one such vertex by (8)); 
(I,&) If F’ = K, E Y,(F) and E(F) = {xixj}, then let #(F’) be a 
vertex (if any) of Q n (Qi u QJ - Qi n Qi (by (*) there is at most one 
such vertex). 
(**) For i = l,..., d, at least one vertex of Q n Qi is an image under #. 
Proof. If xi is an isolated vertex of F, then 1 V(Q n QJ = I, and, 
by (&), the only vertex of Q n Qi is the image of xi under #. If, on the 
contrary, there is a Qi such that Qi n Qj # %, then xixi E E(F). If 
Q n Qi n Qi # %, then there is a first qr in Qi n Qi and hence, by (‘,Lr), 
#(xixi) = qT E V(Q n QJ. If Q n pi n Qi = 0, then let z E Qi n Qj , 
qi E Q n Qi , and qj E Q n Qj . These three vertices induce a triangle in G 
contained in a clique Qlc of G, where Qk # Qi, Qj, Q. Moreover, 
Q n Qi n Qb # % (indeed, qi E Qi n Q,J, hence, again by (h), the edge 
xixk of E(F) is mapped by $ into a vertex of Q n Qi, namely into the 
first qS contained in Qi n Qk . This proves (**). 
Suppose that # is not onto and let q be a vertex of Q which is not an 
image under +. The vertex q is critical in G, hence, by (6), either (6a) or (6b) 
holds. 
The possibility (6b) means: There exist 2 cliques of G whose intersection 
is (q}. But this cannot take place, because if these two cliques are Qi and 
Qi, then, by <h), &w) = q; and if, on the contrary, the two cliques are 
Q and Qi, then, by (**), q is an image under $. Hence we are left with the 
possibility (6a): There exists a clique Q* of G containing q such that 
Q* - q is not a clique of G. We consider two cases: (cases 1) Q* = Qi , 
1 < i < d (q will then be called a nonimage of theJirst kind); and (case 2) 
Q* = Q (q will then be called a nonimage of the second kind). 
Case 1. In this case, Qi - q is contained as a proper subgraph in a 
clique Q** of G. Obviously q # Q**. Since q is not an image under $, it 
follows by (**) that Q n Qi - q # la, hence Q n Q** # % , and there- 
fore there is a j, 1 < j < d, such that Q** = Qi . Since Qi - q is a 
subgraph of Qi , then also Q n Qi - q C Q n Qi, in fact Q n Qi - q = 
Q n Qi since otherwise a vertex of Q n Qj not in Qi would be joined to all 
vertices of Qi , contradicting the fact that Qi is a clique. Hence 1 Q n Qi 1 = 
I Q n Qi I + 1, i.e., Qi has one more vertex (namely q) in common with Q 
than Qi has. An edge xixj E E(F) corresponding to a nonimage of the first 
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kind as described above we shall call an e-edge (“e” for “exceptional”). 
By the above, not all 3 edges of a triangle in F can be e-edges. 
Let the e-edge xixi corresponding to the nonimage 4 of the first kind be 
mapped (as an element of E(F)) by Ifr into y E V(Q). By the definition of #, 
y is a vertex of Q n Qi - q = Q n Qi contained in the largest number m 
of cliques. Since q is not an image under (6, then, according to (&) and (*), 
the connected component F’ of F containing Xi has at least 3 vertices, hence 
m > 3, and we may assume that also Qlc contains y, where 1 < k < d 
and k # i, j. All 3 edges xixj , xixk , and xjxlc of F are mapped by I$ into 
y. Change now $ into the mapping $’ by changing the image of Xix9 from 
y to q. Then y is still an image under #’ since not all 3 edges xixj , xixle , 
xjx, are e-edges. 
Do the above for all nonimages of the first kind. Then : All images 
under # are also images under +‘, all nonimages under 4 of the first kind 
are images under $‘, and moreover, $’ differs from I,L only on e-edges. 
Case 2. We are left with all q’s that are nonimages of the second 
kind, but not of the first kind. To each such q there is a corresponding 
clique of G containing all vertices of Q - q. We may suppose that the 
notation is chosen such that the nonimages of the second (but not of the 
first) kind are ql,..., q’ E V(Q) and the corresponding cliques of G are 
Q 1 ,..., Qr . Any two such cliques therefore have a nonempty intersection. 
No edge xixj E E(F), 1 < i < j < r, is an e-edge, because Qi and Qi each 
has the same number of vertices, namely I V(Q)1 - 1, in common with Q. 
Moreover, by the definition of 16, it follows that #(xixj) = $‘(XiXj) = q1 , 
since certainly q1 is an image under $ and therefore q1 # ql,..., q”. Note 
also 
(***)Foralll <i<j<r,wehaveQinQj-Q= o. 
Proof. If z E V(Qi n Qj) and z $ V(Q), then z is joined to every vertex 
of Q and therefore Q is not a clique. This contradiction gives (***). 
If r >, 4, then there are at least r(r - 1)/2 > r edges being mapped by #’ 
into q1 , namely all edges xixj , 1 < i < j < r. Change now #’ into #” 
by changing the images of r of these edges into ql,..., q’ respectively. Then 
#” is onto V(Q). 
If r = 3, then d 3 4, because if d = 3, then Q, Q, , Q, , and Q8 would 
be all the cliques of G containing q1 and, by (5), q1 would be superfluous. 
Since d > 4, there is, by (**), a clique Qk , 4 < k S d, containing q1 . 
Hence 4 maps all 6 edges of the K4 C F with vertices x1, x, , x8, and xL 
into qr . As observed before, the 3 edges of the K4 not incident with x, 
are not e-edges. Moreover, it is easy to see that not all 3 edges of the K, 
incident with xI, are e-edges. Hence there are at least 4 non-e-edges of F 
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mapped by #’ into q1 . By changing the images of 3 of these edges into 
ql, q2, q3, respectively, we obtain from #’ the mapping #” which is onto 
V(Q). 
We now consider the case r = 2. Since d 3 3, q1 is contained in a clique 
Qlc , 3 < k < d. If all 3 edges of F induced by x1 , x2 , and xk are non-e- 
edges, then #’ maps the 3 edges into ql, hence I,U may be changed into a 
mapping #“, which is onto. Thus we may assume that xlxk is an e-edge 
corresponding to a nonimage q* of the first kind. We cannot have 
Qk - q* C Q, because this would imply q* = ql, and hence q1 would be 
a nonimage of the first kind, contrary to our assumption. Hence 
Q1 - q* 2 Qle and Qle contains all vertices of Q except two, namely q1 and 
q*. Since q* is a nonimage of the first kind, it follows that q* # q2 and 
that x2xlc is a non-e-edge. 
If d >, 4, then, by (**), there is a further clique Qh containing q1 and, 
moreover, at least the edges x1x2, x2xk, and, as above, either xlxh or x$x* 
is a non-e-edge. These 3 non-e-edges are all mapped by #’ into q1 . By 
changing the image of two of the edges from q1 into q1 and q2, respectively, 
we obtain from #’ the mapping #” which is onto V(Q). 
If d = 3, then F is a triangle. Moreover, by (8), Q has precisely the four 
vertices ql, q2, q1 , and q*. Hence in this case j V(Q)1 < 4, which is what we 
want to prove. 
Left is only the case r = 1. If q1 is contained in at least 4 different cliques 
# Q, then the corresponding 4 vertices of F induce a K4 in F. The 6 edges 
of the K4 are all mapped by $ into q1 . No 3 e-edges form a triangle, hence 
at least 2 edges of the K, are not e-edges. By changing now the image of one 
of these 2 edges from q1 into ql, we obtain from I,P the mapping #“, which 
is onto V(Q). 
If q1 is contained in exactly 3 different cliques # Q, say Q2 and Q3 
besides Q1 , then we are also through as above except if two edges of the 
triangle in F spanned by x1 , x2 , and x3 are e-edges. In each case it follows 
by (**) and (8) that d = 3, Fis a triangle, and ] V(Q)1 < 4. 
If q1 is contained in exactly 2 different cliques # Q, then no vertex of Q 
is contained in more than two cliques # Q. By (**) and (8), each clique 
Qi ,2 < i < d, has exactly one vertex in common with Q n Q, = Q - ql. 
Moreover, by (6) and d > 3, no vertex of Q - q1 is contained in Q and Q, 
and in no other clique of G. Hence I V(Q)( < d. In F, x1 is joined to all other 
d - 1 vertices of F, hence / E(F)] >, d - 1. If there are at least d edges 
in F, then (t) holds. If 1 E(F)\ = d - 1, then F is a star and again the 
bound of (10) is true. 
If q1 is contained only in the cliques Q and Q, , then d = 1, but we have 
assumed d b 3. 
This finishes the proof of the bound of (10). 
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Theorem (10) is best possible in the following sense: Let F be any given 
graph, and let H be the graph obtained from F by joining a new vertex x 
to all vertices of F. Then H has a critical generator G in which the clique Q 
corresponding to x has a number of vertices given by the upper bound 
of (10). 




FIG. 2. G critical generator of H. 
For F a k-star, we take a clique Q of size k + 1 together with a vertex z 
joined to all vertices of Q but one, say q; we then add k vertices each 
joined by exactly one edge to a vertex of Q - q, these k edges being 
independent. 
For d 2 4 and F not a star, let Q be a clique of size 
I S I = I W)I + I Y,(F)1 + I YdF)I. 
For each isolated vertex v of F introduce a new vertex v’ and join it by an 
edge to the vertex v* of Q corresponding to the connected component 
of F consisting of v. For each connected component of F having exactly 
2 vertices, say v1 and v2 , introduce two new vertices vl’ and v2’ together 
with the edges vl’vl*, vl’vS*, vZ’vz*, and vl’vz’, where vl* and u2* are the 
2 vertices of Q corresponding to the edge vlvZ of F and to the connected 
component of F induced by v1 and v2 . Finally, for each vertex v of F 
contained in a connected component having at least 3 vertices, introduce 
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a new vertex U’ and join it to exactly the vertices of Q corresponding to 
the edges of F incident with v. 
It is not difficult to see that the graph G obtained in this way is a critical 
generator of H. Moreover, the clique Q of G corresponding to the vertex x 
of H has the maximal possible size. 
This proves (10). 
Before closing this section we would like to establish some lower bounds 
for I V(Q)l. With the same notation as used in (10) and with w(A) denoting 
the maximum number of independent vertices of a graph A, we have 
(14) I V(Q)1 > ma@, 4FJ). 
Proof. Since Q has at least two vertices, the bound is obvious if 
w(F) < 2. Let therefore o(F) = w 3 3 and let x1 ,..., x, be a set of o 
independent vertices of F having Q, ,..., Qw as corresponding cliques in G. 
NowQinQ# ra foralll ,<i<w.Letq,EQinQ.SinceQinQ, = ia 
for all i, j with 1 < i < j < w, it follows that q1 ,..., qW are all different. 
This proves (14). 
(15) Ij” I V(Q)1 = 2, then either F is complete or F has exactly two 
connected components, both of which are complete. 
Proof. Let 1 V(Q)1 = 2. By (14), F has at most two connected com- 
ponents. Let xi and xj be two different vertices of F, and let Qi and Qj be 
the corresponding cliques in G. Qi and Qi have each exactly one vertex in 
common with Q, moreover if xixi E E(F), then Qi and Qi have the same 
vertex in common with Q, because otherwise a vertex z E Qi n Qj # o 
together with V(Q) would induce a triangle in G containing Q as a proper 
subgraph. Hence all cliques corresponding to the vertices of a component 
of F must have the same vertex of Q in common. Hence the component 
must be complete, so proving (15). 
One readily sees that (14) is best possible in the sense that for a given 
o > 1 there is a graph H (for example the w-star) containing a vertex x 
such that w(F) = w for the graph F spanned by the vertices of H adjacent 
with x, and there is a critical generator of H such that the clique corre- 
sponding to x has size precisely m = max(2, w). 
Nevertheless additional properties of F can often improve (14): 
(16) If F is a k-star, k > 2, then ) V(Q)1 = k + 1. 
Proof. Let x0, x1 ,..., xk be the vertices and x,,xx, ,..., xfik the edges 
of F. Let Q, , Q1 ,..., Qk be the corresponding cliques of G. Take 
qi E Q n Qi # o for i = I,..., k.Thenqi$Q,forj#i, 1 <i<k. We 
claim that we can choose qi such that qd E Q, for all i. For assume that 
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,Q, n Qi n Q = 0. Then, since Qi n Q, and Q, n Q are nonempty and 
disjoint, there is a qi‘ E Qi n Q, - Q and a q0 E Q, n Q, and the clique 
containing the triangle spanned by qi , qi’, and q0 is different from Qi , Q, , 
and Q and has something in common with all three, which is a contra- 
diction. Hence qi E Q, for all i = l,..., k, and since Q C Q, , there must be 
a q E Q - Q, different from all qi’s. Hence 1 V(Q)1 > k + 1. On the 
other hand, (10) implies ( V(Q)/ < k + 1, so the theorem follows. 
(17) Let Fbe triangleless. Then 1 V(Q)1 > 1 E(F)1 + 1 Y,(F)\. 
ProoJ: We observe first that if {xlc> E Y1(F) and Qlc is a clique of G 
corresponding to the vertex xlc, then 1 Q n Qlc 1 = 1, and if qk E Q n Qk , 
then qk $ Qs for all s # k. If we prove that Qi n Qj n Q # ia whenever 
the corresponding vertices xi , xi of F are adjacent, then we are done, 
because a vertex q E Qi n Qi n Q cannot lie in any other clique, and 
therefore V(Q) must contain at least as many vertices as F has edges. 
But indeed, assume Qi n Qi n Q = $3 and take q E Qi n Qj - Q, 
qi E Qi n Q, qj E Qi n Q. Then qi $ Qj and qj $ Qi, hence the clique 
containing the triangle spanned by q, qi , qi is different from Q, Qi , and 
Qj , but has a nonempty intersection with all the three. This is a contra- 
diction to F being without triangles. Therefore Q contains at least the 
1 E(F)\ vertices q E Qi n Qj n Q for all xixj E E(F) plus the 1 Y,(F)Jvertices 
qk E Qk n Q for all {xk} E Y,(F). 
Now the theorem is proved. 
As a direct consequence of (10) and (17), we have 
(18) If F is triangleless and F is not a k-star, k 3 0, then 
I WJI + I YdF)I < I VQ>l < I W)I + I YdF)I + I J’,U?I. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
One of the main problems concerning clique-critical graphs is how to 
find the critical generators of a given graph H. In this direction, (10) can be 
helpful. 
If H is triangleless, then, by (8), any two cliques of a critical generator 
having nonempty intersection have precisely one vertex in common, hence 
by (5) a clique corresponding to a vertex of H of degree d 2 2 has exactly d 
vertices. From this it is easy to establish 
(19) If H is triangleless, then Has a unique critical generator, namely the 
graph obtained from the line graph L(H) of H by adding a new vertex v’ 
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for each vertex v of H of degree one and joining v’ by an edge to the vertex 
of L( H) corresponding to the edge of H incident with v. 
In general, we do not know for which graphs there is a unique critical 
generator. In a way (19) is best possible since already KS has 2 critical 
generators (Fig. 1). However, the converse of (19) is not true since the 
graph of Fig. 3 has itself as a unique critical generator. Maybe all graphs H 
such that H = C(H) have a unique critical generator. 
FIG. 3. C(H) = H, unique critical generator of W. 
An area for further research might be the connection between the 
critical generators of H and those of the subgraphs of H. In this direction 
it is not difficult to find all critical generators of H if we know the critical 
generators of the blocks of H. 
Note added in proof. Using (6) it is possible to obtain an upper bound 3e (and 
3e < en*) for the total number of vertices of a critical generator G of a graph H with 
n vertices and e edges. 
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